Transfer of specific immunity from donor to recipient of an allogeneic bone marrow graft: evidence for donor origin of the antibody producing cells.
A rapid recovery of specific humoral immunity in the recipient of an allogeneic bone marrow transplantation (BMT) can be observed after immunization of the donor before graft sampling. This has been attributed to transfer of specific immunity from donor to recipient. However, to maintain the concept of transfer the origin of the antibody producing cells in the recipient after BMT must be demonstrated. To this end, donor-recipient pairs with differences in Gm-allotypes were selected and immunized before BMT with the neo-antigen Helix pomatia haemocyanin (HPH) according to three immunization protocols. Additionally, the recipients were immunized at day 42 after BMT. Serum samples were weekly obtained from the recipients in the first 100 d after BMT. The origin of HPH-specific antibody producing cells was assessed by two approaches: (1) determination of the Gm-allotypes of anti-HPH antibodies within a distinct IgG subclass, (2) analysis of anti-HPH antibody spectrotypes by isoelectric focusing combined with immunoblotting. The results obtained with these two approaches show concordance in most instances and led to the conclusion that the antibody producing cells are of donor origin.